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5)y = s-r5y g.ing Laplace hansform.

Wherey(0)=0,y'(0)=1.
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for each ball B(x, r)
U
(a) State and prove symmetry ofcreen,s function.
(b) Solve the partial differential equation ,2p y, q
*
= z2
(a) State and prove fundamental solution
of Heat equation.
(b) Derive the Kirchhoffs formula for wave equation.
(a) State and prove Hopt Lax formula.
(b) State and prove Donkin,s theorcm.
(a) Derive Langrange's equations ofsecond
kind.
(b) State and prove fundamental lemma ofcalculus
ofvariations.
(a) Define Poisson bracket and show thar

*ll

+ lv, tw, ull + 7w, 1u. v11
fu, lu,
(b) State and prcve Caucky-kavalevskaya theo.em
for po*e, .erie..
7. (a) Find the aftraction of a thin uniform rod AB ou an extemal point p.
(b) Potential ofa uniform circular plate at its centre proportional
to its radius.
8. (a) De ve Hamiltonian as the total energy of the system.
(b) Derive Routh's equalion ofmolion.
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9.

(a) Prove that Alr/

= 0 wherew = fq 2Idt, T is kinetic energy.

(b) Prove that the necessary and sufficient condition
that the rinear transformation

.

ai = Qi(qi,pi,t) ; pi = pi(qi,pi,t)

May rcprcsent caronical transfomation is that

\-

s.

df

/viq'-u=/n,&-x+;
t=1
t=7

Wherc F is an a$itrary function ofold and new co_ordinations
and time t.
attraction ofa uniform thin rectangular phase ofmass
M upon an
Unit mass at P situated on a perpendicular to the plate through
its centre is
MY
ab

10. (a) Prove that the

ab

sln '

(h + a2)(h2 + b2)
(b) Define equipotential surface and show
that the attraction at an y point P is
Nomal to the equipotential surface which pass is through p

